
Instructions
My Magnet Mailbox

GGM050

5. Playback / Checking mailbox : 
a) When Green LED flashes, indicates a paper message has 
been delivered.  Please open MM door and pick up the paper 
message.   After closing door press the button (D) once to 
cancel the green LED flashing. 
b) When Red LED flashes, indicates a voice message has been 
delivered.  Press the Playback button (F) once to listen to 
recorded message.  The Red LED light will be cancelled once 
the Playback button is pressed but recorded voice message will 
be saved until a new message is recorded,  which will erase the 
last message. 
c) When both Green & Red LED flashes, indicates a Paper & 
Voice message has been delivered.   Please repeat steps (a) and 
(b) to retrieve both Paper & Voice message. 

Red LED light

Green LED light

4. Voice Recording : to record voice message, press Button (E) 
and hold while recording your voice message.  Maximum 10 
secs. long voice message can be recorded.  Once recording is 
complete or it exceeds 10sec. limit,  lift your finger off the 
Button and your voice message will Playback automatically for 
affirmation.   The Amber LED light will start flashing. 

2. To insert 2R photo (Size: 
64mm[W] x 89mm[H]) Open 
the front door of MM by using 
the Round Handle Knob in the 
front and slide the photo in the 
slot from the top side. (refer to 
diagram 2) 

3. Paper Message :  to insert a 
paper message, fold the paper 
to size 90mm[W] x 120mm[H] 
and slide it through the front 
slot.    Press the Message 
Button (D) to activate the 
Green LED light.  (refer to 
diagram 3) 

1. Take the magnet mailbox 
(referred as MM hereafter) 
out of packaging,  wipe the 
two Magnet strips with clean 
damp cloth and stick it onto 
the Fridge Door / any Metal 
cabinet in your home. 

2R Photo

Paper Message
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Battery Installation : 
Unit uses 4xAAA (UM4) Dry Alkalline batteries (not 
included).   Please unscrew the battery door as shown in 
figure and install 4xAAA with correct polarity as indicated.   
Replace the door & screw in place before operating the unit. 
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